CBC Vinematim purchased EditShare storage solution for Vietnam Film Institute
Danmon Asia completed the successful delivery of Editshare storage solution to the
Vietnam Film Institute or VFI in March 2015 for the project on the national storage area
of materials of motion pictures. The delivery was performed via our partner – Cinema
Broadcast JSC or CBC Vinematim.

Data source of movie, document film, … in celluloid film format, that is passed through
the scanner system to convert this format to many different standards, then these files are
saved directly to the Editshare storage system. In storage system, the data is classified,
managed in multiple folders for convenient of data access from the user.
Danmon Asia’s Pre-sales Engineer – Mr. Pham Hoang Thanh Son said: “Users connect to
the Editshare storage system via fiber cable of 10Gb or 1Gb with a 10Gb switch. At the
workstations, users can directly edit files that stored on Editshare storage servers, sharing
files with other users, as well as to ingest new data to the server from other external
sources.”

The management of storage space (media space), create new users, assign user
authorization, asign of permission to read/write data … are done easily at Editshare
storage server as well as workstations.
There is a special thing at the Vietnam Film Institute that they used many high capacity
workstations, and for adequately Editshare server also provide many high speed

connections (connection of 10Gb) via fiber cable and optic module to meet demand high
speed processing, editing. Connections between the server storage and network switch
via two of 10Gb core CX6 cables. Connections between the scanner, two main
workstation and Switch via 10Gb fiber cable, other workstations connected to switch via
1Gb Ethernet cable.
With simple configuration and management of the Editshare server, the Film Institute’s
technical team has controlled all storage system in just a day both configuration and
training.
Vietnam Film Institute is organization where do preservation and storage of valuable
footage of Vietnam with abundance of data source and data format that created along to
the formation and development of Vietnam's revolutionary history. Therefore, demand
for storage and handling of the complex data sources require adequate systems. Vietnam
Film Institute chose Editshare solutions to meet their requiement.

